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There is only one case. Once it says Jehovah! It's consistent all

right! It's used once. But that's the way with so many of these

arguments. When somebody gives an argument against the Word of God,

aon't you take what they say. Look at the facts. When you've looked

at the facts, nine cases out of ten thçy prove not to be the way

they sounded when the argument was given. That's true of an attack

on any Christian doctrine. How easy it is for people to be bowled

over simply by hearing people make statements without support.

Let me just suggest, when you hear an aspersion upon the

character of some leader of those who are standing for Christ.

Don't just believe someone who says, Oh if you knew what I know

about so and so. You say, What is it you know? Press it back to them.

Get the facts, and nine times out of ten you'll find it is the da

devil's lie and has no foundation at all to it.

But I want to refer to this argument about these alleged parallels

or duplicates stories. Do you think it possible that Abraham could

have said this about Sarah in Egypt and then done the same thing in

the land of the Philistines? And that approximately the same course

of events would happen in each case? Look into your own life and

if you have some particular failing, my guess is that you fall into

that sin a not only once but five or six of a dozen times. Look into

history. I like to think about what would happen if somebody 500 yrs.

from now after this country had disappeared and people knew only at

little about the history of this time (like we do perhaps of the

Biblical times) was to read in abook that the man who was elected

President of the U.S.A. in 1960 was shot in the south by a communist

sympathizer and was succeeded by a man whose name was Johnson who had

formerly been Senator from a Southern state which began with the

letters Whoever read that would say, What a crazy mistake!
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